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Once the file is mounted, to access the Data file, just click on
it and press Enter. Then it's available for Windows . Oct 16,
2020 I downloaded a GTA IV repack from thepiratebay and

the when I ran the. able to get the game data from the cab
files included in the ISO. My friend tried installing it and it
was working well,so the problem is not with the disc,and my
friends tell me to download disc 2 from the web and mount it

on . Gta Iv Disc 2 Data3 Cab!!HOT!! No items have been
added yet! Related Collections. Image with no alt text. Let's
describe a picture!7 items. And then this comes out: I click
"Okay" and search just "F:". And the same problem. Then i

mounted the disc 2 and searched it. There's no data3.cab file!
Help me :/ Nov 23, 2012 if it's still not working, the problem
may be down to a bad game DVD. You can try copying both

DVD contents to a folder on your hard drive and . A: i've
never used the data3.cab before. but i made a download for

the game to be an ISO image file, and did the same download
that you did. i also used to have a copy of the game disc and i
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did exactly what you did to try and extract the data file. it did
not work. i renamed it to data2.cab and put it on the same

directory and tried to extract it with windows 7. it still
wouldn't work. so maybe there is something on the disc that is
making it not work. if you figure it out, feel free to share, the
few people who know what the data3.cab file is and how to
use it would probably appreciate knowing. i could not find a

similar problem, i always used to have my dvd on the
computer and then use the data3.cab. after that i tryed to copy

the game image to the folder on my desktop, used 7zip and
7zip password recovery to extract the image on my desktop,

and then double clicked on the file called "data2.cab" to
extract the data file on the desktop. it worked. but then i

changed my mindset and tried extracting the data2.cab file
that was on
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A: This seems to work: data3 = Transpose[data2]; #
\[Element] ## & @ Reap[RemoveDuplicates@Join[data2,
data3]][[1]] (* {"No Items have been added yet!.",
"\tResources for Instruction", "\tConference", "\tMedia
Center", "\tConference Announcements", "\tConference
Calls", "\tInfo for Conference", "\tCurrent Agenda", "\tList of
Conference Call Attendees", "\tGeoCities", "\t--- HELP ---",
"\tConference Calls", "\t--- HELP ---", "\tConference Calls",
"\t--- HELP ---", "\tCurrent Agenda", "\tConference Calls",
"\tCurrent Agenda", "\tConference Calls", "\tConference
Calls", "\tCurrent Agenda", "\tResources for Instruction",
"\tCurrent Agenda", "\tConference Calls", "\tConference
Calls", "\tList of Conference Call Attendees", "\tGeoCities",
"\tConference Calls", "\tConference Calls", "\tConference
Calls", "\tCurrent Agenda", "\tResources for Instruction",
"\tConference Calls", "\t--- HELP ---", "\tConference Calls",
"\tConference Calls", "\tConference Calls", "\tConference
Calls", "\tConference Calls", "\tConference Calls",
"\tConference Calls", "\tConference Calls", "\tConference
Calls 82138339de
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